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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Successive  compression-decompression  cycles  of the  surface  pressure  (�) − specific  molecular  area  (A)
isotherms  of protein  (BSA)  monolayers  show  that  reversible  hysteresis  persists  if the  protein  molecules
contain  effective  positive  or negative  surface  charges.  However,  for neutral  condition,  i.e., close  to the  iso-
electric  point  of the  protein,  irreversibility  in  the  hysteresis  behaviour  dominates.  Out-of-plane  structures
obtained  from  the  X-ray  reflectivity  analysis  suggest  that  at lower  surface  pressure  monomolecular  layer
of BSA  is formed  on the  water  surface.  With  increasing  surface  pressure,  molecules  start  to  lift-up  from
the water  surface  in  such  a way  that semi-major  axis  makes  an angle  with  the  water  surface.  Depending
on  the  surface  pressure  and  surface  charge  of  BSA,  monomolecular  or bimolecular  layer  of tilted  BSA
molecules  is  formed  on  the water  surface,  however,  formation  of  bimolecular  layer  is  observed  when  the
pH is relatively  closer  to the  BSA  isoelectric  point.  After complete  decompression,  tilted  monomolecular
or  bimolecular  structures  again  transform  into  monomolecular  layer  as  evidenced  from  the  structural

analysis  of the  films  deposited  at lower  surface  pressures  in  the  second  compression,  however,  structural
hysteresis  varies  depending  upon  the  subphase  pH  or  protein  surface  charge.  Structures  obtained  from
the films  deposited  at first  and  second  compressions  at lower  pressure  implies  that  although  structural
dissimilarity  is present  but  structural  hysteresis  is  only  present  near  the isoelectric  point  of BSA and
becomes  negligible  below  and above  that  pH.  Competitive  electrostatic  and  van der Waals  interactions
are  responsible  for such  hysteresis  behaviours  and  structural  modifications.
. Introduction

Proteins are one of the most important biomolecules that play
ultitude roles in living beings. Their behaviors and responses can

e controlled by regulating the environmental conditions such as
H, the presence of additives, ionic strength, etc. Proteins, espe-
ially blood and plasma proteins, are the major target of various
iruses [1], medicines [2], metal ions [3,4], artificial drugs [5], etc.
he functions of proteins are strongly related to their structures
hich again depend upon the microenvironment around their reac-

ion centers [6,7] that are responsible for both the specific and
on-specific interactions among the protein residues.
Proteins play a crucial role as emulsion stabilizers in the food
ndustry and have many other practical applications. Studies on
rotein adsorption on different interfaces have gained widespread

nterest due to their large biomedical and industrial applications
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like manufacturing of medical devices, food processing, drug deliv-
ery, etc. For example, the interaction of artificial solid surfaces (like
kidney implants, heart valves or contact lenses) with surround-
ing fluid results in protein adsorption which has a great influence
on subsequent interfacial events, like blood coagulation or surface
interaction with cells and tissues. Proteins have also been used
extensively for biosensor applications and chromatographic purifi-
cation of various drugs, peptides and antibodies [8–14]. Globular
proteins even after being water soluble can adsorb at the air-water
interface forming dense monolayers. Protein films at the air-water
interface can be formed either by spreading the protein solution
on water surface [15] or by specific adsorption of the protein
molecules which are injected into the aqueous subphase [16,17].
There are numerous methods to immobilize biomaterials like pro-
teins on the solid surfaces like self-assembly, sol-gel process, drop
casting, Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique, etc [18–23]. Among all

the above mentioned techniques the LB technique is one of the
most widely used technique as it can build ordered and closed
packed structures on the interested substrates [24–27] and the
film thickness can be tuned at the molecular level, for instances
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of molecular dimensions of BSA molecule on
(i) water, (ii) solid surfaces and (iii) structural modifications of BSA molecules
with increasing barrier compression or surface pressure. First and second
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ompression−decompression surface pressure (�)–specific molecular area (A)
sotherm cycles of protein (BSA) monolayer at four different subphase pH values,
.e.,  at pH ≈ 4.0 (b), 5.0 (c), 6.0 (d) and 8.0 (e). Maximum errors in area and pressure

easurements are of ≈±0.01 nm2/molecule and ±0.005 mN/m respectively.

ltrathin films of penicillin G acylase [28], heparin [29,30], etc. In
ddition to spectroscopic methods, X-ray and neutron scattering
echniques are also used to explore the structures of different pro-
eins adsorbed on different solid surfaces [31,32]. Despite of the

urface induced modifications, proteins in their transferred films
reserve their secondary and tertiary structures, as shown by the
ircular dichroism spectra and specific immunoglobulin’s reaction
enters [33].
: Biointerfaces 159 (2017) 696–704 697

Among all the proteins, Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) has
been studied intensively as it is an ideal protein for physical,
chemical and biological studies. BSA is a globular protein and
initially it was modeled as a prolate ellipsoid [34] of dimen-
sions ≈ 70 Å × 20 Å × 20 Å, later on it was considered as an oblate
ellipsoid of dimensions ≈ 12.5 Å × 42 Å × 42 Å [35]. However, an
oblate form of dimensions ≈ 9 Å × 39 Å × 39 Å was also considered
at pH ≈ 7.0 to explain neutron scattering results [36]. Probably the
size depends upon the specificity of the BSA molecules, experi-
mental conditions and measuring techniques. The isoelectric point
(pI) of BSA is ≈ 4.8 and contains three main domains held together
by the disulfide bonds. The net charge in each domain is differ-
ent and pH dependent, thus, pH can alter the surface charge of
the BSA molecule. Above the pI, protein possesses net negative
surface charge whereas below the pI net positive surface charge
exists and at the pI, it remains neutral. It has also been evidenced
that pH-dependent conformational changes, i.e., folded to unfolded
transition mainly occurs below pH ≈ 4.0 [36,37] and BSA keeps its
structure unaltered from pH ≈ 4.0 to ≈ 9.0 within the concentra-
tions of 10–50 mg/ml  [36].

It is a well-established fact that globular proteins form a mono-
layer at the air-water interface but their structural modifications
in molecular level with successive compression-decompression
cycles at different surface charge states are not explored prop-
erly. The reversible/irreversible behaviors of protein layers with
mechanical compression and expansion cycles may mimic dif-
ferent physiological phenomena. In general, the response of
the film under compression and expansion holds the key to
determining the stability of numerous colloidal systems such
as emulsions and foams [38]. Moreover, structural reversibility
has been observed in the tendons of forearms of animals [39]
and in the trans-membrane proton pumping mechanism of the
purple membrane (bacteriorhodopsin) [40,41]. Reversible struc-
tural changes of molecular crystals and polymers have also been
reported [42,43]. Like organic systems, amorphous-to-crystalline
reversible phase transformations in inorganic materials like GaSb
[44] and reversible martensitic transitions in some shape-memory
alloys are also observed [45] which may  have potential applica-
tions. However, reversible/irreversible behaviors of proteins are
not properly explored with the variation of the surface charges of
the proteins.

In this article, we  have investigated the reversible/irreversible
behaviours of BSA monolayer with the successive compression-
decompression cycles of the surface pressure (�) – specific
molecular area (A) isotherms for different surface charge states of
BSA molecules around its isoelectric point at the air-water interface
and the corresponding structural modifications at the molecular
level are identified. The surface charge of BSA was  modified by
changing the water subphase pH. Brewster angle microscopy (BAM)
was used to obtain the film pattern on the water surface at differ-
ent surface pressures of the monolayer for a particular subphase pH.
Out-of-plane structures and in-plane morphologies of the protein
films at the different conditions of the �-A isotherms are obtained
from X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
after depositing the protein films on the hydrophilic silicon sur-
faces. Modification of the isotherm nature with the variation of
water pH or protein surface charges, hysteresis behaviors of the
protein layer and the corresponding structures and patterns are
explored.
2. Experimental

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) (catalog No. A2153) was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.
BSA stock solution of 1 mg/ml  was  prepared by dissolving required
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ig. 2. Typical BAM images of BSA monolayers during first compression at lower (
olumn, while third column is for the same film at lower (� = 5 mN/m)  pressure du
.0  (g, h and i) and 8.0 (j, k and l). The bars represent 100 �m and spatial resolution

mount of BSA in Milli-Q water (resistivity 18.2 M�.cm) before
ach experiment. The specific volume of BSA solution was carefully
pread with the help of syringe on the surface of water subphase
ontained in a double-barrier Langmuir trough made of Teflon
Apex Instruments). Any changes in the surface tension were well

ecorded through a paper Wilhelmy plate. Before compression,
he system was allowed to attain some equilibrium. Monolayers
ere compressed and expanded at a constant speed of 5 mm/min
uring isotherm measurements and film depositions. Just before
mN/m)  and higher (� = 19 mN/m) surface pressures are shown in first and second
econd compression at four different pH values i.e. ≈ 4.0 (a, b and c), 5.0 (d, e and f),

2 �m.

deposition of the films at different surface pressures, the mono-
layer was  allowed to gain stability for a time lapse of about 10 min.
Depositions were carried out at a speed of 2 mm/min. Prior to the
deposition, Si (001) substrates were properly cleaned after keeping
in a mixed solution of ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, Merck, 30%),

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Merck, 30%), and Milli-Q water (H2O:
NH4OH: H2O2 = 2:1:1, by volume) for 5–10 min  at 100◦C. Immedi-
ately after cleaning, all the substrates were kept inside the Milli-Q
water until LB deposition. Such cleaned hydrophilic silicon sur-
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Fig. 3. (a) X-ray reflectivity data (circle) and the corresponding fitted curves (solid
line) obtained from the (i) bare silicon and BSA films deposited at (ii) 5 mN/m,  (iii)
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Fig. 4. (a) X-ray reflectivity data (circle) and the corresponding fitted curves (solid
line) obtained from the (i) bare silicon and BSA films deposited at (ii) 5 mN/m, (iii)
15  mN/m and (iv) 19 mN/m during first compression, and again at (v) 5 mN/m during
5  mN/m and (iv) 19 mN/m during first compression, and again at (v) 5 mN/m during

econd compression of the BSA monolayer at pH ≈ 4.0. (b) Corresponding electron
ensity profiles extracted from the fitting of the reflectivity data. Maximum errors

n  electron density (�) and thickness (z) are of 5–7% and 3–5% respectively.

ace makes 15◦–18◦ contact angle with the water drop. All surface
ressure (�) – specific molecular area (A) isotherm measurements
nd film depositions were performed at an ambient temperature
f 23◦C (±1◦C). The pH of the water subphase was maintained at

 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 and 8.0 for different experimental conditions. The
ain motivation was to see the isotherm behaviors and structures

round the isoelectric point of BSA.
Visualizations of domain patterns of BSA thin films at different

ubphase pH and surface pressures were performed by means of
rewster angle microscopy (BAM) using a nanofilm EP4 BAM. The

nstrument consists of a standard 50 mW solid state laser, emitting
-polarized light at a wavelength of 658 nm by using a polarizer.
he reflected light coming from the water or BSA film surfaces are
maged to a computer controlled high-quality CCD camera which
s attached to a real time frame grabber with 1392 × 1040 pixels
hrough a 10× magnification objective, yielding a spatial resolution
f ≈ 2 �m.  A black wedge-shaped glass plate is placed at the bottom
f the trough to reflect any light transmitted through the subphase
ut of the optical axis and to minimize the convection in the trough.

Surface topography of all the deposited films of BSA at differ-
nt subphase pH was studied through an atomic force microscope
NTEGRA Prima, NT-MDT Technology). All the scans were under-
aken in semi-contact mode using silicon cantilever having spring
onstant of ≈ 11.8 N/m [46]. For all the deposited films scans were
arried out in a constant force mode over several portions of the

lm with scan area of 5 �m × 5 �m.  WSxM software [47] was  used

or AFM image processing and analysis.
X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements of BSA thin films were

arried out using an X-ray diffractometer (XRD) setup. Diffractome-
er (D8 Advanced, Bruker AXS) has a copper (Cu) source in a sealed
second compression of the BSA monolayer at pH ≈ 5.0. (b) Corresponding electron
density profiles extracted from the fitting of the reflectivity data. Maximum error in
electron density (�) and thickness (z) is of 5–7% and 3–5% respectively.

tube followed by a Göbel mirror for the selection and enhancement
of the CuK� radiation (=1.54 Å). NaI scintillation (point) detector
was used for detecting the scattered beam. Data were taken in
specular condition, i.e., the incident angle (�) was kept equal to
the reflected angle (�) such that both lie in the same scattering
plane. Under such condition, a non-vanishing wave-vector compo-
nent, qz, is given by (4�/�) sin�.  Analysis of XRR data was  pursued
using Parratt’s formalism [48] where the film is supposed to be a
stack of multiple homogeneous layers with sharp interfaces. How-
ever, to analyse the XRR data, surface and interfacial roughness’s
have been included [49,50]. XRR data effectively provides electron-
density variation, i.e., the electron-density profile (EDP) [49,51]
which is in-plane (x–y) average electron density (�) as a function of
depth (z) with high resolution [49–53]. From the EDPs out-of-plane
structures of the deposited films can be obtained.

In the Parratt’s formalism the reflectivity as a function of qz for
a thin film of thickness d over a substrate, is given as R(qz) = rr*,
where

r0 = r1,2 + r2,3

1 + r1,2r2,3
, (1)

with r12 and r23 being the reflectance for the vacuum-film and
film-substrate interfaces, respectively. The above calculation can
be extended for n such thin stratified layers of thickness d and one
arrives at a recursive formula in terms of Fresnel reflectance given

by

rF
n−1,n = rn,n+1 + Fn−1,n

1 + rn,n+1Fn−1,n
exp(−iqn−1,ndn−1), (2)
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Fig. 5. (a) X-ray reflectivity data (circle) and the corresponding fitted curves (solid
line) obtained from the (i) bare silicon and BSA films deposited at (ii) 5 mN/m, (iii)
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5  mN/m and (iv) 19 mN/m during first compression, and again at (v) 5 mN/m during
econd compression of the BSA monolayer at pH ≈ 6.0. (b) Corresponding electron
ensity profiles extracted from the fitting of the reflectivity data. Maximum error in
lectron density (�) and thickness (z) is of 5–7% and 3–5% respectively.

here,

n−1,n = qn−1,z − qn,z

qn−1,z + qn,z
. (3)

In the nth stratified layer the corresponding wave vector is

efined as qn,z = (q2
z − q2

n,c)
1/2

. The Fresnel reflectance for the inter-
ace between nth and (n−1)th stratified layer is modified to include
he roughness �n of the nth stratified layer and one can finally write
he reflectance of a rough surface as

n−1,n = rF
n−1,n exp(−0.5qn−1,zqn,z�2

n ). (4)

In general, the electron density variation in a specimen is deter-
ined by assuming a model and comparing the simulated profile
ith the experimental data. EDP is extracted from the fitting of

he experimental XRR data. For data fitting, each film was divided
nto a number of layers including roughness at each interface. Sili-
on substrate density and the density of thin (≈ 24 Å) silicon oxide
ayer formed on the silicon surface were kept constant during data
tting. Density of BSA was varied but it was less than the maximum
SA density in dry condition. For the films deposited at lower and
igher surface pressures, three and six layers were used for better
tting. An instrumental resolution in the form of a Gaussian func-
ion and a constant background were also included at the time of
ata analysis.
. Results and discussion

Compression-decompression �-A isotherm cycles (two cycles)
f BSA monolayer formed at the air-water interface are shown in
: Biointerfaces 159 (2017) 696–704

Fig. 1 for four different subphase pH, i.e., below and above the iso-
electric point of BSA (≈ 4.8), in addition with the schematic diagram
for the structural modifications of the BSA molecules inside the film
as shown in Fig. 1(a). Isotherm cycles below the isoelectric point,
i.e., at pH ≈ 4.0 are shown in Fig. 1(b), whereas nearly at isoelec-
tric point, i.e., at pH ≈ 5.0 and above the isoelectric points, i.e., at
pH ≈ 6.0 and 8.0 are shown in Fig. 1(c)–(e) respectively. From the
isotherms, it is clear that the surface pressure starts to increase
at A ≈ 95 nm2 for pH ≈ 4.0, however, for pH ≈ 6.0 and 8.0, � starts
to increase at A ≈ 77 and 102 nm2 respectively. Nearly at the iso-
electric point, i.e., at pH ≈ 5.0, � starts to increase at A ≈ 62 nm2.
For each isotherm, a plateau-like feature is observed nearly at
13 mN/m,  which is shifted towards higher value at 15 mN/m for
pH ≈ 8.0. Such plateau-like feature suggests that a structural rear-
rangement process takes place around that point, i.e., significant
amount of molecular tilting or monolayer to bimolecular layer
formation may  occurs as shown in Fig. 1(a) as a cartoon. Consid-
ering BSA as oblate ellipsoid of radii a × a × b ≈ 39 Å × 39 Å × 9 Å as
shown in Fig. 1(a), the calculated A will be �a2 ≈ 47.8 nm2. Actu-
ally, with barrier compression or increasing surface pressure BSA
molecules come closer to each other and depending upon their
surface charge and hydrophobicity, molecular packing starts to
form on the water surface. However, with more compression or
surface pressure, the semi-major axes of BSA molecules start to
tilt after compact packing and become more tilted. After a cer-
tain surface pressure bimolecular layer structures may  form as
shown in Fig. 1(a) depending upon the experimental conditions.
With decompression, the surface pressure starts to decrease and
try to follow the compression path, however, certain hysteresis
exists in the compression-decompression cycle depending upon
the subphase pH or protein surface charge. From the isotherms it
is clear that the hysteresis is maximum for pH ≈ 5.0. In the second
compression-decompression cycle, BSA monolayer shows nearly
the same nature as obtained from the first cycle, however, the
hysteresis amount has slightly enhanced for pH ≈ 5.0 and 6.0. Hys-
teresis is again very less for pH ≈ 8.0.

Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) is used to explore the
topographic information of the protein films under different
experimental conditions at the air-water interface [54–57]. Large
numbers of images were obtained from BAM but only selective
images are displayed because the images are nearly similar. Fig. 2
shows the BAM images of BSA films at four different subphase
pH and three different surface pressures for each pH condition.
First and second columns of Fig. 2 implies the BAM images of BSA
monolayers during the first compression at lower (� = 5 mN/m)  and
higher (� = 19 mN/m)  surface pressures, while third column is for
the same film at same lower (� = 5 mN/m)  pressure during the sec-
ond compression. Images for the second cycle were also obtained
which seemed very much similar to those obtained in the first
cycle so the data are not shown. From the images it is clear that
pure protein tends to form homogeneous adsorbed film at the air-
water interface without forming any specific domain patterns but
the reflected laser intensity slightly increases uniformly as the film
density and thickness increases. The combination of relatively dark
and bright portions observed in the images (Fig. 2f and i) at lower
pressure during the second compression implies the boundary of
the layered structure.

To obtain the out-of-plane structures at different isotherm
points, films were deposited on the hydrophilic Si (001) substrates
in single up-stroke from the BSA film covered water surface. Trans-
fer ratio (TR) values for all the deposited films were well in between

0.82–1.14. Slight lower and higher values than unity implies that
not all molecules get transfer from water to solid surface or disso-
lution of protein molecules into the water subphase may  also occur
respectively. After deposition on the Si (001) substrate the size of
the BSA molecule might have reduced slightly as shown in Fig. 1(a).
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Fig. 6. AFM images of BSA films deposited on Si. First and second column are for the films deposited at lower (� = 5 mN/m)  and higher (� = 19 mN/m) surface pressure during
fi � = 5 m
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rst  compression, while third column is for the films deposited at lower pressure (
d–f)  and 6.0 (g–i). Scan size: 5 �m x 5 �m.  Insets are the corresponding line profile

his slight volume reduction will increase electron density of the
SA molecules in dry condition. X-ray reflectivity data (open cir-
les) and the corresponding fitted curves (solid lines) are shown in
igs. 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a) for the films deposited at subphase pH ≈ 4.0,
.0 and 6.0 respectively. The corresponding EDPs obtained from
he fitting are shown in Figs. 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b) respectively. From
DPs it is clear that monolayer of BSA are deposited at � = 5 mN/m
or all the three pH and the semi-major axis is parallel to the Si
001) surface in case of pH ≈ 4.0 but for the other two pH val-
es (i.e., for pH ≈ 5.0 and 6.0) the semi-major axis makes an angle
f about ≈ 37◦ and 44◦ respectively. At � = 15 mN/m,  film thick-
ess slightly increases for pH ≈ 4.0 and 5.0 as obtained from the
DPs which implies that for pH ≈ 4.0 and 5.0 the tilting of the BSA
olecules occurs as shown in Fig. 1(a) but in case of pH ≈ 5.0, in

ddition to that bimolecular layer formation takes place out of
hich in the lower molecular layer the semi-major axes of BSA are
arallel with the Si (001) surface but in the upper molecular layer

olecules are tilted by ≈ 31◦. On the other hand for pH ≈ 6.0, EDP

ndicates that the film thickness remains constant but the film den-
ity increases implying that relatively less tilted molecules within
he film gets tilted up to ≈ 44◦ and finally forms a denser layer. EDP
N/m)  during the second compression at three different pH values ≈ 4.0 (a–c), 5.0
 bars represent 1.0 �m.

obtained from the film deposited at � = 19 mN/m, suggest that max-
imum tilting of about ≈ 53◦ was  obtained for BSA at the subphase
pH ≈ 4.0 but for pH ≈ 5.0 and 6.0, the formation of the bimolecular
layer was  observed by the tilted BSA molecules.

For both the upper and lower molecular layer, BSA molecules are
tilted by ≈ 36◦ with respect to the Si (001) surface. After full decom-
pression when the film was  deposited in the second compression
at � = 5 mN/m,  again monolayer structure was formed where the
semi-major axes of BSA molecules were again seen to be parallel
with the Si (001) surface as observed from the EDP. But the facts
differ in case of the other two  pH values (≈ 5.0 and 6.0) as the for-
mation of monolayer structure is such that the BSA molecules are
tilted by ≈ 36◦. Thus, considering pH ≈ 4.0, it can be said that the
reversibility obtained from the isotherm cycle is well maintained in
the structural point of view also. For pH ≈ 6.0, although structural
dissimilarity is present between the films deposited in first and
second compression but nearly reversible hysteresis is observed

from the first compression-decompression isotherm cycle and out-
of-plane structures. However, irreversible hysteresis is confirmed
from both the isotherm and structures of the BSA layer at pH ≈ 5.0 as
structural reorganization takes place after the first isotherm cycle.
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Fig. 7. Variations of (a) isotherm hysteresis with the subphase pH for the first and
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due to van der Waals attraction with external compression and
econd cycles of the �-A isotherm and (b) structural hysteresis with solution pH
btained from the EDPs. Maximum error in hysteresis is of 2–7% respectively.

imilar isotherm nature observed at pH ≈ 4.0 and 8.0 implies that
early the same reversible hysteresis and structural information
ill be obtained from the protein films at pH ≈ 8.0, like pH ≈ 4.0.

Surface morphology of the BSA films deposited on Si substrates
t three different pH conditions (≈ 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0) around the BSA
soelectric point are characterized using AFM. AFM images depict-
ng the surface topography of the BSA films are shown in Fig. 6,

here films deposited at pH ≈ 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 are shown in the
rst, second and third row respectively. Films deposited at lower
5 mN/m) and higher (19 mN/m)  surface pressure during the first
ompression are shown in the left and middle column of Fig. 6,
hile films deposited at lower pressure (5 mN/m)  during the sec-

nd compression is shown in the right column. Irrespective of the
H conditions, BSA films show smooth morphology at lower and
igher surface pressures and also after decompression at a lower
ressure which is well in agreement with the BAM images. Line
rofiles are also shown in the insets of the corresponding figures of
FM to reveal the surface roughness information of the deposited
lms, which are ≈ 1.5 to 10.0 Å on average.

From the compression-decompression �-A isotherm cycles it is
lear that the BSA monolayer shows complete reversible hysteresis
t pH ≈ 4.0 and 8.0, and relatively very close to the reversible hys-
eresis at pH ≈ 6.0 as in the second cycle irreversibility is observed.
owever, irreversible hysteresis is prominent from the first cycle at
H ≈ 5.0. It is thus implied that when BSA is far from its pI value, i.e.,
ontains net positive or negative surface charges the reversible hys-
eresis takes place. The variations of the isotherm hysteresis (both
eversible and irreversible) with the subphase pH for the first and

econd cycles are shown in Fig. 7(a). In the reversible hysteresis the
tructural modification of BSA molecules in the monolayer during
ompression and decompression does not follow the same path
nd as a result hysteresis is observed, however, at the end of the
: Biointerfaces 159 (2017) 696–704

decompression it adopts the same structure with which the first
compression started. As during decompression, pressure was less
than during compression so it means that during decompression
more hydrophilic parts were exposed or some may  have penetrated
into the water subphase but again during second compression more
hydrophobic parts were exposed to air side to have higher sur-
face pressure. Although it has already been proved that within the
pH range of 4.0–9.0 and concentration range of 10–50 mg/ml, BSA
keeps its structure unaltered [34], however, due to the presence of
surface charges below and above the isoelectric point, there is a pos-
sibility of slight desorption of BSA molecules towards water. Recent
studies have also shown that proteins desorption can occur towards
air [58,59] side also. Variations in compression-decompression
isotherms are probably related to such structural modifications.
For irreversible hysteresis where area per molecule has reduced
after first decompression means that on average molecular reor-
ganization has occurred and molecules are moved from the water
surface towards air or water side, which can be obtained from the X-
ray reflectivity analysis. From the integration of the EDPs obtained
from the reflectivity analysis of the deposited films during first and
second compressions it is clear that there is effectively no struc-
tural hysteresis at pH ≈ 4.0 and 6.0, although at pH ≈ 6.0 structural
variation has occurred. However, integrated EDPs obtained from
the films deposited at pH ≈ 5.0 implies that structural hysteresis is
present at pH ≈ 5.0, i.e., near to the pI value of BSA. Variation of the
structural hysteresis with solution pH is shown in Fig. 7(b).

The out-of-plane structural modifications for reversible and
irreversible hysteresis are shown as a cartoon in Fig. 8. The figure
implies that the BSA molecules remain as a monolayer at pH ≈ 4.0,
only the semi-major axis of oblate shaped protein molecule
changes from parallel to tilted conformation with increasing sur-
face pressure and after decompression nearly the same structure is
recovered towards lower pressure. However, at pH ≈ 5.0, molecules
become tilted at the same pressure and the monolayer trans-
forms into tilted bimolecular layer structure at higher surface
pressure and then after decompression again monolayer structure
is obtained but with net density modification. Although not shown
in the cartoon but at pH ≈ 6.0, intermediate structural variation
is there but on average tilted molecules in monolayer transform
into tilted bimolecular layer and after decompression again mono-
layer of tilted molecules forms. From the hysteresis values obtained
from the first cycles at different subphase pH and from the out-of-
plane structures obtained from the EDPs, the energy for different
structural transitions can be roughly estimated. The energy estima-
tions were done from the hysteresis loop, i.e., from the difference
between the compression and decompression isotherm which
roughly gives the required energy for the structural modifica-
tion. Thus, for changing from parallel to tilted configuration (tilt
angle ≈ 53◦) of BSA molecules, the amount of energy required is
≈ 50–52 × 10−23 J and for changing from parallel/tilted monolayer
configuration to tilted bimolecular layer configuration the amount
of energy required is ≈ 83–95 × 10−23 J. It is known that the pro-
tein surface has both local positive and negative surface charges.
Depending upon the subphase pH, BSA takes net positive surface
charge below the pI and net negative surface charge above the
pI. Thus, due to the presence of such net positive/negative surface
charges the electrostatic repulsion will be present which will help
to repeal the molecules from each other during decompression to
get the initial monolayer structure which was disturbed due to the
external barrier compression. However, near pI, as BSA has no net
surface charges so molecules will easily come closer to each other
will not feel any strong repulsion to form initial monolayer struc-
ture except local electrostatic interaction. Thus, it is a combination
of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions which determines
the final structure at a constant temperature depending upon the
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ig. 8. Schematic representation of structural modifications for reversible and irre
SA  gets a modification with increasing surface pressure during compression but a
ubphase pH or BSA surface charge.

urface pressure and solution pH. Such type of reversible hystere-
is exhibited by BSA molecules may  mimic  the role of lung protein
uring respiration.

. Conclusions

Studies on reversibility behavior of Langmuir monolayer for
erum albumin protein (BSA) at different subphase pH (≈ 4.0, 5.0,
.0 and 8.0), both above and below the isoelectric point of BSA
≈ 4.8) has been carried out extensively. Protein molecules con-
tituting the monolayer demonstrate reversible hysteresis in the
resence of any net positive or negative surface charges at the
olecular level compared to the irreversibility in the hysteresis

ue to the overall structural modifications when the net surface
harge of the molecules remains nearly neutral. At lower pressure,
he protein molecule remains parallel to the water surface but with
he increasing surface pressure the parallel arrangement gradually
ets distorted and with further increase in pressure, the molecule
tarts to rise maintaining some angular orientation depending on
he net surface charge of the molecule. At sufficiently higher pres-
ure, bi-molecular layer of tilted protein molecules are formed
hen the net surface charge on the molecules are very less or

lose to neutral. However, if the surface acquires some charge (pos-
tive/negative) it is observed that molecules are restricted only to a
ilted monolayer. Moreover, once the conditionally oriented mono-
ayer or bi-molecular structure is formed, the original state of the
olecules can be achieved again for all pH values (except close to
he pI value) by lowering the surface pressure to the initial value.
hus, this research work has shown that merely by varying the pH
alue we can categorically control and regulate upon the reversibil-
ty and irreversibility behaviors of protein layer.

[

[
[

le hysteresis at two different subphase pH, i.e., at pH ≈ 4.0 and 5.0. A monolayer of
compression structural hysteresis may  or may not be present depending upon the
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